
Name:_________________  

Bass   Lake   Park   Plant   Scavenger   Hunt  

Date:_______ 

Walk   around   the   park   and   try   to   identify   as   many   plants   as   you   can!   The   results   of   your   
scavenger   hunt   will   go   into   helping   a   Girl   Scout   Gold   Award   Project   that   is   based   around   
creating   an   interactive,   informational   website   for   the   Bass   Lake   Regional   Park   plants   and  
birds.   To   identify   a   plant,   fill   out   the   form   attached   to   this   paper.   Remember   to   stay   on   the  
main   trail   around   the   lake   and   leave   no   trace!   

How   to   fill   out   the   form:  

Zone:     
Use   your   map   to   identify   what   zone   you   found   the   plant   in.   Write   the   letter   in   the   box.  

Plant   Category:     
Write   down   what   type   of   plant   you   found.   You   can   choose   tree,   brush,   flower,   or   grass.  

Description:     
In   this   box   write   a   description   of   what   the   plant   looks   like.   Include   its   height   (if   it's   small   
enough   to   measure),   the   color,   the   shape   of   its   leaves,   the   color   and   number   of   petals   of   its   
flowers   if   it   has   any,   and   anything   else   you   want   to   include.   

Plant   Name:   
Use   the   information   you   gathered   for   the   other   boxes   to   try   to   identify   what   your   plant   is.   You   
can   use   the   guide   to   help   you   in   this   category   or   you   can   use   other   sources   like   the   internet.   
If   you   can’t   find   the   name,   then   write   NA   (short   for   Not   Applicable).     

Picture   Number:     
Taking   pictures   is   optional,   but   it   will   help   a   lot   with   the   website!   If   you   decide   to   take   pictures,   
write   down   the   number   of   the   picture   that   you’ll   use.   You   can   email   the   pictures   to   
kaitlindavey15@gmail.com    with   the   corresponding   number.   If   you   have   any   questions,   feel   free   
to   email   about   that   as   well!  
When   taking   the   pictures,   make   sure   that   there   is   nothing   in   the   frame   except   for   the   plant.   Be  
sure   that   everything   is   focused   and   clear.   
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Bass Lake Zones
A Blue Oak Woodland F Meadow (1)

B Riparian Woodland G Willow Grove

C Mixed Oak-Grey Pine Woodland H Meadow (2)

D Chaparral I Chaparral Woodland

E Grassland J Meadow (3)

Green: Trails Red: Zones
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Zone  Plant   Category  Description    Plant   Name  Picture  
Number  
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Zone  Plant   Category  Description    Plant   Name  Picture  
Number  
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Zone  Plant   Category  Description    Plant   Name  Picture  
Number  
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Plant   Scavenger   Hunt   Guide  
Use   this   guide   to   help   identify   plants   that   are   native   to   Bass   Lake   Regional   Park!  

Name  Details  Picture   1  Picture   2  

Trees  

Blue   Oak  The   Blue   Oak   is   endemic   to   
California   and   is   found   in   foothills   
surrounding   the   Central   Valley   of   
California,   the   South   Coast   Range,   
North   Coast   Range   and   San   
Francisco   Bay   Area.   It   is   also   
sometimes   known   as   the   Mountain   
Oak,   and   occasionally   the   Iron   Oak.   
Blue   Oaks   are   medium-sized   
deciduous   trees   growing   up   to   50-82   
feet   tall,   usually   with   a   somewhat   
irregularly   shaped   crown,   and   a   
trunk   1.5-3   feet   in   diameter.   The   
bark   is   light   gray   with   many   
medium-sized   dark   cracks;   from   a   
distance,   it   can   appear   almost   white.   
The   name   Blue   Oak   derives   from   the   
dark   blue-green   tint   of   its   leaves,   
which   are   deciduous,   1.5-4   inches   
long,   and   entire   or   shallowly   lobed.   
The   blue   color   can   be   subtle   but   
becomes   much   more   evident   when   
viewed   next   to   one   of   the   live   oaks   
with   whom   it   shares   its   range,   which   
tend   to   have   much   greener   leaves.   
The   acorns   are   around   an   inch   long,   
often   with   a   narrowed   base.   
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Live   Oak   Interior   Live   Oak   ( Quercus   wislizeni )   
is   a   native   tree   or   shrub.   This   is   a   
tall,   broad   tree   with   evergreen   
leaves.   The   leaves   are   thick,   
leathery,   and   may   have   either   
toothed   or   smooth   margins.   The   
long,   narrow,   pointed   acorns   sit   deep   
in   the   cap;   they   take   two   years   to   
mature.   Due   to   its   ultimate   size,   it   
requires   a   large   garden   but   is   a   very   
rewarding   tree   to   grow.   

  

 

Black   Oak   California   Black   Oak   (Quercus   kelloggii),   
also   known   as   simply   Black   Oak,   or   Kellogg   
Oak,   is   an   oak   in   the   red   oak   section   
(Quercus   sect.   Lobatae),   native   to   western   
North   America.   California   Black   Oak   is   a   
deciduous   tree,   typically   growing   from   30-80   
feet   in   height   and   from   1-4.5   feet   in   diameter.   
Large   trees   may   exceed   120   feet   in   height   
and   5   feet   diameter.   In   open   areas   the   crown   
is   broad   and   rounded,   with   lower   branches   
nearly   touching   the   ground   or   forming   a   
browse   line.   Trunks   are   often   forked,   and  
usually   decayed   and   hollow   in   older   trees.   
Acorns   are   relatively   large   in   this   species,   
from   1-1.2   inches   long   and   0.6-0.7   inches   
wide   and   take   two   years   to   mature.   They   
were   considered   the   best   acorns   for   food   by   
the   Native   Americans.   California   black   oak   
can   live   up   to   500   years   of   age.   
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Foothill   Pine   
(Digger   Pine)   

Foothill   Pine   ( Pinus   sabiniana )   is   a   
native   tree   that   grows   in   northern,   
southern   and   central   California.   It   is   
slow   growing   in   nature   and   
moderately   long-lived.   It   grows   in   an   
upright   form   to   a   height   of   80   feet,   
with   active   growth   during   the   spring   
and   summer.   Flowers   are   yellow   and   
bloom   in   the   early   spring.   Leaves   
are   medium   green   and   remain   on   
the   plant   throughout   the   year.   It   
tends   to   grow   in   places   with   poor   
soils,   at   elevations   from   0-4500   feet.    

Cottonwood   The   Fremont   Cottonwood   is   a   
cottonwood   native   to   North   America,   
growing   in   riparian   areas   near   
streams,   rivers,   and   wetlands.   It   is   a   
large   tree   growing   from   12-35   
meters   in   height,   with   a   trunk   up   to   
1.5   meter   diameter.   The   bark   is   
smooth   when   young,   becoming   
deeply   fissured   with   whitish   cracked   
bark   on   old   trees.   Flower   cluster   
consists   of   a   long   drooping   catkin,   
which   blooms   from   March   to   April.   
The   fruit   is   a   wind   dispersed   achene,   
that   appears   to   look   like   patches   of   
cotton   hanging   from   limbs,   thus   the   
name   cottonwood.   The   leaves   are   
heart-shaped   with   white   veins   and   
coarse   crenate   teeth   along   the   
sides.   It's   an   important   plant   for   birds   
and   butterflies.   
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Shrubs         

Gold   Back   Fern   Gold   Back   Fern   ( Pentagramma   
triangularis    ssp.   triangularis)   is   a   
common   native   fern   that   grows   in  
northern,   southern   and   central   
California.   It   tends   to   grow   in   slopes   
and   rocky   places,   at   elevations   from   
0-7500   feet.   

 

 

Blue   Elderberry   Blue   Elderberry,   Mexican   Elderberry,   
or   Tapiro   is   a   deciduous   shrub   or   
small   tree,   growing   up   to   as   tall   as   
30   feet.   It   is   native   from   Oregon   to   
Baja   all   the   way   to   western   Texas.   It   
has   cream   or   yellow   flowers   in   the   
spring   and   purple   berries   in   the   fall.   
Its   berries   are   one   of   the   most   
important   source   of   food   for   birds   in   
California.   
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White   Leaf   
Manzanita     

Arctostaphylos   viscida    is   a   species   
in   the   Ericaceae   (Heath)   family   
known   by   the   common   names   
whiteleaf   manzanita   and   sticky   
manzanita.   This   is   a   treelike   shrub   
reaching   up   to   five   meters   in   height.   
The   stems   may   be   smooth   or   fuzzy,   
and   are   often   hairy.   The   leaves   are   
rounded   to   oval,   sometimes   slightly   
toothed   or   with   hairs   along   the   
edges,   and   usually   dull   green   on   
both   surfaces.   When   in   flower   the   
shrub   is   packed   heavily   with   densely   
bunching   flower   clusters   of   
urn-shaped   white   to   pale   pink   
flowers.   The   fruits   are   shiny   red   or   
greenish-brown   drupes   between   one   
half   and   one   centimeter   wide.   Seeds   
require   fire   for   germination.     

 
 

Toyon   
(California   Holly)  

The   tyon   has   small,   red   berries   in   
the   fall   through   winter   and   white   
flowers   from   early   spring   until   fall.   
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Silver   Lupine   Silver   lupine,   white-leaf   bush   lupine,   or   
evergreen   lupine,   is   a   perennial   species   
native   to   California,   Oregon,   and   
northern   Baja.   It   grows   along   the   coast,   
foothills   of   the   Sierras   and   into   the   
mountains,   in   dry   and   open   meadows,   
prairies   and   forest   clearings.   It   is   a   
member   of   several   plant   communities,   
including   coastal   sage   scrub,   chaparral,   
northern   coastal   scrub,   foothill   
woodland,   and   yellow   pine   forest.   It   is   a   
perennial   shrub,   taking   up   about   2   feet   
of   space   and   reaching   5   feet.   It   has   a   
light   blue   to   violet   flower   on   3-12   inch   
(7.6-30   centimeter)   stalks.   The   leaves   
are   silver   with   a   feathery   texture.   There   
are   four   recognized   varieties   in   
California   that   are   found   in   different   
parts   of   the   state   and   having   some   
differences   in   habit   and   requirements.     

Deerbrush   Ceanothus   integerrimus    (Deer   
Brush)   is   a   woody   shrub   in   the   
Rhamnaceae   (Buckthorn)   family   
native   to   the   western   United   States.   
It   grows   in   a   wide   range   of   habitats   
including   chaparral   mountain   shrub   
regions,   in   hardwood   forests   of   the   
west,   and   in   fir,   spruce,   and   
Ponderosa   Pine   communities,   being   
most   abundant   in   chaparral   in   
California.   Due   to   its   widespread   
distribution,   it   exhibits   a   variety   of  
forms.   In   some   locations   it   is   a   
deciduous   shrub   from   1-4   meter   tall   
with   an   open   ascending   to   erect   
branch   habit.   In   other   locations   it   is   
evergreen   or   semi-deciduous   and   
decumbent.     
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California   Grape   Vitis   californica ,   or   California   Wild   Grape,   is   a   
species   of   wild   grape   that   grows   throughout   
central   and   northern   California,   and   
occasionally   in   southern   California.   It   is   a   
deciduous   vine   which   can   grow   to   over   10   
meters   (30   feet)   in   length.   It   climbs   on   other   
plants   or   covers   the   ground   with   twisted,   
woody   ropes   of   vine   covered   in   green   
leaves.   It   is   a   common   sight   along   the   banks   
of   the   Sacramento   River.   The   California   wild   
grape   grows   along   streams   and   rivers   and   
thrives   in   damp   areas;   however,   like   most   
other   native   California   plants   it   can   withstand   
periods   of   dry   conditions.   The   grapes   
provide   an   important   food   source   for   a   
variety   of   wild   animals,   especially   birds,   and   
the   foliage   provides   thick   cover.   Bees   love   
the   flowers,   and   it   is   one   of   the   best   plants   
for   butterflies   in   fall.   

 

 

Bush   Monkey   The   bush   monkey-flower   or   sticky   
monkey-flower   is   a   flowering   
perennial   plant   that   grows   in   a   
subshrub   form.   It   grows   up   to   1.2   
meters   tall,   has   deep   green   sticky   
leaves   3   to   7   centimeters   long   and   
up   to   a   centimeter   broad   and   
flowering   stems   that   grow   vertically.   
The   flowers   are   tubular   at   the   base   
and   about   2   centimeters   long   with   
five   broad   lobes;   they   occur   in   a   
variety   of   shades   from   white   to   red,   
the   most   common   color   being   a   light   
orange.   They   are   pollinated   by   bees   
and   hummingbirds.   The   stigmas   are   
notably   sensitive   and   will   close   after   
being   touched.   
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Buck   Brush   Ceanothus   cuneatus  is   a   species   of   
flowering   shrub   in   the   Rhamnaceae   
(Buckthorn)   family   known   by   the   
common   names   Buckbrush   and   
Wedgeleaf   Ceanothus.   This   Ceanothus   
is   native   to   Oregon,   California,   and   
northern   Baja   California,   where   it   can   be   
found   in   a   number   of   habitats,   especially   
chaparral.   It   is   one   of   the   most   common   
and   widespread   native   plants   in   
California.   It   is   a   spreading   bush,   
rounded   to   sprawling,   reaching   up   to   3   
meters   in   height.   The   evergreen   leaves   
are   stiff,   tough   and   fleshy,   and   may   be   
slightly   toothed   along   the   edges.   The   
bush   flowers   abundantly   in   short,   
thick-stalked   racemes   bearing   rounded   
bunches   of   tiny   flowers,   each   about   half   
a   centimeter   wide.   The   flowers   are   
white,   sometimes   tinted   strongly   with   
blue   or   lavender.   This   plant   may   be   
variable   in   appearance   due   to   its   wide   
distribution   and   because   it   hybridizes   
easily   with   similar   species.     

 
 

Mulefat   Baccharis   salicifolia   is   a   flowering   
shrub   native   to   the   desert   southwest   
of   the   United   States   and   northern   
Mexico,   as   well   as   parts   of   South   
America.   Its   usual   common   name   is   
mule   fat;   it   is   also   called   seepwillow   
or   water-wally.   This   is   a   large   bush   
with   sticky   foliage   which   bears   
plentiful   small,   fuzzy,   pink   or   
red-tinged   white   flowers.   The   long   
pointed   leaves   may   be   toothed.   It   is   
most   common   near   water   sources.   
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Bush   Poppy   The   Bush   Poppy   or   Tree   Poppy   is   a   shrub   
native   to   California   and   Baja   California,   
rarely   exceeding   3   meters   tall.   The   leaves   
are   alternate,   narrow   lance-shaped,   3-10   
centimeters   long,   more   than   three   times   
as   long   as   broad.   The   margin   of   the   
leaves   is   finely   toothed.   The   plant   is   
evergreen,   and   the   leaves   are   somewhat   
leathery   to   the   touch.   If   happy,   it   can   grow   
up   to   6   feet   in   two   years.   The   flower   
clusters   are   solitary   and   terminal.   The   
flowers   are   2-7   centimeters   in   diameter,   
with   four   satiny   yellow   petals.   Plants   
bloom   in   late   winter   to   mid-spring.   The   
receptacle   is   funnel-shaped   and   surrounds   
the   ovary   base.     

 

 

Woollyleaf   
Ceanothus   

Found   in   the   foothills   of   the   central   
Sierra   Nevada.   Ceanothus   tomentosus   
grows   in   chaparral,   coastal   sage   scrub,   
coastal   strand   and   foothill   woodland   
plant   communities   in   its   range.It   is   shrub   
approaching   four   meters   in   maximum   
height.   The   twigs   The   evergreen   leaves   
are   alternately   arranged   and   woolly   on   
the   undersides.   They   are   edged   with   
tiny   hairy   teeth.   The   flower   cluster   is   
several   centimeters   long   of   deep   blue   to   
white   flowers.   The   fruit   is   a   lobed   
capsule   a   few   millimeters   long   which   is   
sticky   when   new.     

Chaparral   Pea   It   is   sometimes   called   Montana   chaparral   
pea,   but   this   plant   is   found   only   in   California.   
It   is   one   of   very   few   legumes   native   to   the   
chaparral   habitat.   Its   nitrogen-fixing   ability   
helps   it   thrive   in   rocky,   sandy   soil.   The   plant   
is   also   well-suited   to   a   landscape   of   hills,   
slopes,   and   recently-burned   areas;   its   roots   
spread   quickly   and   help   anchor   loose   soil,   
preventing   erosion.   It   forms   low,   dense,   
thorny   thickets   of   shiny   dark   green   leaves.   In   
spring   and   summer   the   plant   bursts   into   
blossom,   covering   the   thickets   with   bright   
magenta   flowers.   
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Chamise   Chamise   or   Greasewood,   a   member   of   the   
Rose   family,   is   a   flowering   plant   native   to   
California   and   northern   Baja   California.   This   
shrub   is   one   of   the   most   widespread   plants   
of   the   chaparral   biome,   sometimes   forming   
monotypic   stands.   It   is   an   evergreen   shrub   
growing   to   four   meters   tall,   with   dry-looking   
stick-like   branches.   The   leaves   are   small,   
4-10   millimeters   long   and   one   millimeter   
broad   with   a   pointed   tip,   and   sprout   in   
clusters   from   the   branches.   The   leaves   are   
shiny   with   flammable   oils,   especially   in   
warmer   weather.   The   branches   terminate   in   
bunches   of   white   tubular   flowers   five   
millimeters   in   diameter,   with   five   petals   and   
long   stamens.       

White   Pitcher   
Sage   

A   species   of   flowering   plant   in   the   
Lamiaceae   (Mint)   family,   Pitcher   Sage   or   
Woodbalm   is   endemic   to   California,   where   it   
is   a   common   plant   in   several   different   habitat   
types,   including   the   chaparral   plant   
community.   This   is   an   aromatic   shrub   with   
parts   of   its   bark   covered   in   long   hairs,   some   
of   which   have   resin   glands   in   them.   The   
leaves   are   lance-shaped   to   roughly   oval   and   
are   sometimes   toothed   along   the   edges.   The   
shrub   flowers   in   loose   raceme   clusters.   The   
somewhat   cylindrical   corolla   of   the   flower   is   
white   to   light   lavender   and   is   rolled   back   at   
the   tip   into   four   small   lips   and   one   longer   lip.   
The   tiny   fruit   is   rounded,   dark   in   color,   and   
slightly   hairy.     

 
 

Common   Sun   
Rose   

Crocanthemum   scoparium   is   a   
species   in   the   Cistaceae   (Rockrose)   
family   which   is   endemic   to   
California.   This   is   a   small   perennial   
shrub   bearing   long,   smooth   stems   
and   small   flowers   each   with   five   
bright   yellow   petals.   It   is   found   in   dry,   
sandy   areas   in   hills   and   low   
mountains.   
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California   Yerba   
Santa   

Eriodictyon   californicum   is   a   species   
found   in   central   to   northern   
California   and   Oregon,   where   it   
grows   in   several   types   of   habitat,   
including   chaparral   and   forest.   It   is   a   
shrub   growing   one   to   three   meters   
tall.   The   smaller   branches   and   
foliage   are   coated   in   a   sticky   resin   
and   are   often   dusted   with   black  
fungi.   The   narrow,   long   leaves   are   
somewhat   lance-shaped   and   up   to   
15   centimeters   in   length.   They   have   
an   odor   generally   considered   
unpleasant   and   a   bitter   taste,   
making   them   unpalatable   to   most   
animals.   The   inflorescence   is   a   
cluster   of   bell-shaped   white   to   
purplish   flowers,   each   between   one   
and   two   centimeters   in   length.   It   
spreads   by   suckers.   It   has   been   
used   as   a   general-purpose   
medicinal   plant.     

 

 

Poison   Oak   *DO   NOT   TOUCH!   
  

Poison   oak   is   a   woody   vine   or   shrub   widely   
distributed   in   western   North   America.   It   is   
common   in   various   habitats,   from   riparian   
zones   to   dry   chaparral.   It   thrives   in   shady   
and   dappled   light   through   full   and   direct   
sunlight   conditions.   It   is   extremely   variable   in   
growth   habit   and   leaf   appearance,   growing   
as   a   dense   tall   shrub   in   open   sunlight,   and   a   
treelike   vine   or   dense   thickets   in   shaded   
areas.   Poison   oak   is   known   for   causing   
itching   and   allergic   rashes   in   many   humans   
after   contact   by   touch   or   smoke   inhalation.   
Black-tailed   deer,   mule   deer,   California   
ground   squirrels,   western   gray   squirrels,   and   
other   indigenous   fauna   feed   on   the   leaves   of   
the   plant.   
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Pacific   
Blackberry   

This   is   a   wide,   spreading   shrub   or   
vine-bearing   bush   with   prickly   branches,   
white   flowers   and   edible   fruits.   This   
species   is   one   of   the   original   parents   of   
the   hybrids   Loganberry   and  
Boysenberry.   Pacific   Blackberry   typically  
does   not   set   fruit   until   the   second   year   
after   planting,   and   it   is   typically   
dioeocious   so   that   only   the   female   
plants   produce   fruit.   The   sweet-tart   fruits   
are   dark   purple   to   black   and   up   to   2   
centimeters   in   length.    

  
 

Sonoma   Sage   Sonoma   Sage   or   Creeping   Sage   is   a   
member   of   the   Lamiaceae   (Mint)   family   
native   to   California.   It   is   found   in   the   Coast   
Ranges,   Peninsular   Range,   and   Sierra   
foothills.   As   suggested   by   its   common   name,   
it   is   a   mat-forming   subshrub   with   stems   
growing   no   more   about   40   centimeters   high.   
The   leaves   are   about   3-6   centimeters   long   
and.5   to   1.5   centimeters   wide;   they   are   hairy,   
the   upper   surface   with   minute   hairs,   and   the   
lower   surface   so   densely   covered   with   
recurved   hairs   that   it   looks   white.   The   flower   
clusters   are   scapose,   with   clusters   1   to   1.5   
centimeter   wide.   The   flowers   range   in   color   
from   white   to   blue,   lilac   and   purple.       

Bluewitch   
Nightshade   

*Do   not   touch!   
  

Bluewitch   Nightshade   is   a   native   shrub   
Solanaceae   (Nightshade)   family   that   is   
widespread   in   California   in   various   
habitats   and   vegetation   communities,   at   
elevations   from   sea   level   to   5,200   feet.   
The   stems   are   densely   hairy   and   
branched.   The   leaves   are   grey-green,   
elliptical   to   oval,   and   typically   smooth   
edged.   The   flower   is   blue   to   purple   in   
color,   consisting   of   five   petals   fused   
together,   with   contrasting   yellow   
anthers.   The   fruit   is   a   sphere   12-14   mm   
in   size.   Its   habit   is   mounding   or   
sometimes   vining,   often   found   climbing   
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up   through   more   woody   shrubs.   All   parts   
of   the   plant   are   toxic   to   people   and   
some   animals.   

Nude   
Buckwheat   

Eriogonum   nudum    is   a   perennial   
shrub   of   the   wild   buckwheat   genus  
which   is   known   by   the   common   
name   naked   buckwheat.   The   plant   is   
a   tall,   bare,   leafless   stem,   bifurcating  
into   more   stems,   each   topped   with   
rounded   clusters   of   white   or   pale   
pink   or   yellow   flowers   growing   up   to   
six   feet   from   a   basal   rosette   at   the   
ground,   where   the   flat   green   leaves   
are   located.   The   naked   stem   gives   
the   plant   its   common   name.   Naked   
buckwheat   can   be   found   scattered   
around   the   west   coast   of   the   United   
States.   

  

 

Hoary   
Coffeeberry   

Hoary   Coffeeberry   ( Rhamnus   
tomentella )   is   a   native   shrub   that   
grows   in   northern,   southern   and   
central   California.   It   tends   to   grow   at   
elevations   from   0-7500   feet.   
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Wright’s   
buckwheat   

Eriogonum   wrightii    is   a   species   of   
wild   buckwheat   known   by   the   
common   names   bastardsage   and   
Wright's   buckwheat.   It   is   native   to   
the   southwestern   United   States   and   
northwestern   Mexico,   where   it   grows   
in   many   plant   communities   in   rocky   
habitats   from   mountains   to   deserts.   
It   is   quite   variable   in   appearance;   it   
may   be   a   small   perennial   herb   10   
centimeters   tall   or   a   bushy   shrub   
over   a   meter   wide.   There   are   several   
varieties   as   well.   In   general   it   has  
basal   leaves   as   well   as   a   few   leaves   
along   the   stem,   which   are   usually   
narrow   and   woolly.   The   flower   
cluster   has   long,   straight   branches   
which   may   be   hairless   to   woolly   and   
have   flower   clusters   and   sometimes   
small   leaves   at   the   nodes.   The   
flowers   are   usually   white   to   light   
pink.   

 

 

Coyote   Brush   A   shrub   native   to   California.   
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Palmer   Lilac   Palmer   Lilac   ( Ceanothus   palmeri )   is   
a   native   shrub   that   grows   in   
California,   primarily   in   the   Sierra   
Nevada   Foothills   and   Peninsular   
Range   regions.   It   tends   to   grow   in   
dry   slopes,   at   elevations   from   
3000-6000   feet.   Form   is   mostly   
upright   though   sometimes   more   
rounded.   Flowers   are   usually   white   
but   can   be   light   blue   to   lavender.   

 

Sandbar   Willow   Sandbar   Willow   is   a   species   in   the   
Salicaceae   (Willow)   family   native   to   
most   of   North   America.   It   is   a   
deciduous   shrub   reaching   4-7   meter   
(13-23   feet)   in   height,   spreading   by   
basal   shoots   to   form   dense   clonal   
colonies.   The   leaves   are   narrow   
lance-shaped,   4-12   centimeter   
(1.6-4.7   inches)   long   and   2-10   
millimeter   (0.079-0.39   inches)   broad,   
green,   to   grayish   with   silky   white   
hairs   at   least   when   young;   the   
margin   is   entire   or   with   a   few   
irregular,   widely   spaced   small   teeth.   
The   flowers   are   produced   in   catkins   
in   late   spring,   after   the   leaves   
appear.   Like   most   willows   it   is   
moisture-loving   and   not   drought   
tolerant.     
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Golden   Fleece   Ericameria   arborescens    is   a   species   
of   flowering   shrub   in   the   daisy   family   
known   by   the   common   name   
goldenfleece.   This   plant   is   native   to   
California   and   Oregon   where   it   is   a   
resident   of   chaparral   communities   
and   open   woodlands.   This   is   a   
resinous,   hairy   shrub   exceeding   two   
meters   in   maximum   height.   It   has   
many   erect   branches   covered   in   
very   thin,   needlelike   to   lance-shaped   
leaves   between   3   and   6   centimeters   
long.   Atop   each   stem   is   a   flower   
cluster   of   many   bright   golden   
flowers,   each   a   rounded   bunch   of   
disc   florets   about   half   a   centimeter   
wide.   This   plant   is   adapted   to   
ecosystems   prone   to   wildfire.   

 

  

Hairless   Gaping   
Keckiella   

Hairless   Gaping   Keckiella   ( Keckiella   
breviflora    var.   glabrisepala)   is   a   
native   shrub   that   grows   in   central   
and   northern   California.   It   tends   to   
grow   at   elevations   from   0-8900   feet.   
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Grasses         

Annual   Hair   
Grass   

Deschampsia   danthonioides   is   a   
species   of   grass   known   by   the   
common   name   annual   hairgrass.   It   
is   native   to   western   North   America   
from   the   Yukon   Territory   and   British   
Columbia,   through   California   and   the   
Western   United   States,   to   Baja   
California,   and   also   to   southern   
South   America   in   Chile   and   
Argentina.   The   annual   bunchgrass   
grows   in   moist   to   drying   areas   such   
as   pond   edges,   meadows   and   
grasslands,   in   various   habitat   types   
such   as   montane   and   chaparral.   
Deschampsia   danthonioides   has   
stems   growing   solitary   or   in   loose   
clumps   up   to   40   to   60   centimeters   
tall.   The   inflorescence   is   a   narrow   to   
open   array   of   thin   branches   bearing   
small   V-shaped   spikelets.   

   

Brome   Grass   Bromus   carinatus   is   a   species   of   
native   bunchgrass   known   by   the   
common   names   California   Brome   
and   Mountain   Brome.   It   is   found   in   
every   county   in   California.   It   is   a   
perennial   grass   growing   in   clumps   
0.5   to   1.5   meters   tall,   with   many   
narrow   leaves   up   to   40   centimeters   
long.   The   flower   cluster   is   a   
spreading   or   drooping   array   of   flat   
spikelets   longer   than   they   are   wide.   
The   grass   is   wind-pollinated   but   is   
also   sometimes   cleistogamous,   so   
that   the   flowers   pollinate   
themselves,   especially   under   
stressful   conditions.     
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Big   Squirreltail   Elymus   multisetus   is   a   species   of   
wild   rye   known   by   the   common   
name   big   squirreltail.   It   is   native   to   
the   western   United   States   where   it   
grows   in   many   types   of   habitat.   It   is   
a   perennial   grass   reaching   60   
centimeters   in   maximum   height.   The   
flower   cluster   is   an   array   of   spikelets   
each   with   several   long,   hairlike   awns   
which   may   be   up   to   20   centimeters   
long.   

 

  

Blue   Wildrye   Elymus   Glaucus   is   a   species   of   wild   
rye   known   by   the   common   name   
blue   wild   rye.   This   grass   is   a   
common   and   widespread   species   
that   is   native   to   North   America.   This   
is   a   perennial   bunch   grass   growing   
small,   narrow   tufts   of   several   erect   
stems   which   exceed   50   centimeter   
in   height   and   may   approach   150   
centimeters.   It   has   flat   leaves   each   
up   to   a   centimeter   wide   at   the   base   
and   rapidly   narrowing   to   a   point.   The   
tip   of   the   stem   is   occupied   by   a   
narrow,   pointed   flower   cluster   many   
centimeters   long   made   up   of   a   few   
spikelets.   Each   spikelet   is   one   to   
one   and   a   half   centimeters   long,   not   
counting   an   awn   which   may   be   two   
or   three   centimeters   in   length.   It's   a   
popular   accent   grass   for   the   garden   
and   also   used   in   restoration   projects.    
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Knotroot   Bristle   
Grass   

Setaria   parviflora   is   a   species   of   
grass   known   by   the   common   names’  
bristly   foxtail   and   yellow   bristlegrass.   
It   is   native   to   North   America.   This   
grass   is   a   perennial   with   small,   
knotty   rhizomes.   It   produces   stems   
30   centimeters   to   well   over   one   
meter   tall.   The   leaf   blades   are   up   to   
25   centimeters   long   and   under   a   
centimeter   wide.   The   leaves   are   
whitish-green.   The   inflorescence   is   a  
compact,   spikelike   panicle   up   to   8   or   
10   centimeters   long.   Surrounding   
each   spikelet   are   up   to   12   yellow   or   
purple   bristles.   The   bristles   stay   on   
the   stalk   after   the   seeds   drop   away.   

 

  

Perennials         

Broadleaf   Cattail  Broadleaf   Cattail   (Typha   latifolia)   is   a   
common   native   perennial   herb   that   
grows   in   northern,   southern   and   
central   California.   It   is   fast   growing   
and   moderately   long-lived.   It   grows   
in   an   upright   form   to   a   height   of   5   
feet,   with   active   growth   during   the   
spring   and   summer.   Flowers   are   
brown   and   bloom   in   the   late   spring.   
Leaves   are   medium   green   and   
deciduous.   It   tends   to   grow   in   
marshes,   at   elevations   from   0-5000   
feet.    
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Soap   Plant   Wavy-leafed   Soap   Plant   grows   on   rock   
bluffs,   grasslands,   chaparral,   and   in   
open   woodlands.   Like   all   the   Soap   
Plants,   the   Wavy-leafed   Soap   Plant   is   a   
perennial   that   grows   from   a   bulb,   which   
is   brown,   between   7   and   15   centimeter   
in   diameter,   slightly   elongated,   and   
covered   in   thick,   coarse   fibers.   The   
leaves   grow   from   the   base   of   the   plant,   
and   can   be   from   20   to   70   centimeter   
long   and   6   to   25   millimeter   wide.   As   the   
plant's   name   indicates,   their   edges   are   
generally   wavy,   though   this   is   not   always   
particularly   noticeable.   The   very   small   
flowers   are   borne   on   long,   thin   stems,   
normally   much   longer   than   the   leaves,   
which   are   from   15   to   30   millimeters   long.  
The   three   petals   and   three   sepals   of   the   
flower   are   up   to   35   millimeters,   long   and   
curving.   They   are   typically   white   but   
have   a   noticeable   mid-vein   which   can   
be   purple   or   green   in   color.   

   

Panicled   Willow   
Herb   

The   panicled   willow   herb   is   typically   
found   in   dry,   open   grasslands.   It   
grows   from   0.7-7   feet   tall.     
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Great   Valley   
Gumweed   

Grindelia   camporum    is   a   species   of   flowering   
plant   in   the   daisy   family   known   by   the   
common   names   Great   Valley   gumplant   and   
Great   Valley   gumweed.   The   plant   is   native   to   
California   and   Baja   California,   where   it   can   
be   found   in   a   number   of   habitats   including   
chaparral   and   woodlands.   It   is   hardy   plant   
that   also   readily   grows   in   disturbed   and   
altered   areas   such   as   ditches   and   roadsides.   
Grindelia   camporum    is   a   gangly   perennial   up   
to   2   m   (6   ft.   )   in   maximum   height   but   usually   
less.   Its   erect,   branching   stems   are   lined   with   
many   stiff,   wavy-edged,   serrated   leaves   2   to   
3   cm   long.   Atop   the   stem   branches   are   
inflorescences   of   a   single   large   flower   head   
up   to   3   cm   wide.   The   head   is   a   vaguely   
thistlelike   cup   of   green   clawlike   phyllaries   
that   bend   downward.   The   centre   of   the   head   
is   filled   with   yellow   disc   florets   and   there   are   
usually   many   yellow   ray   florets   around   the   
circumference.   The   flower   head   fills   with   a   
copious   white   exudate,   especially   during   the   
early   stages   of   blooming.   

  
 

Goldenrod   California   Goldenrod   is   a   native   
perennial   herb   that   grows   in   
northern,   southern   and   central   
California.   It   tends   to   grow   in   open   
grassy   places,   at   elevations   from   
0-7500   feet.   It   produces   masses   of   
yellow   flowers   when   many   other   
plants   are   dormant.   Birds   and   
pollinating   insects   love   this   plant.   
Grows   well   in   central   oak   
woodlands.   It   likes   to   be   wet   in   
winter/spring   and   dry   in   summer   but   
can   take   extra   water.     
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Common   Yarrow  Achillea   millefolium   or   yarrow   (other   
common   names   common   yarrow,   
gordaldo,   nosebleed   plant,   old   man's   
pepper,   devil's   nettle,   sanguinary,   
milfoil,   soldier's   woundwort,   
thousand-leaf,   and   thousand-seal)   is   
a   flowering   plant   in   the   family   
Asteraceae,   native   to   the   Northern   
Hemisphere.   Yarrow   was   known   as   
herbal   militaris,   for   its   use   in   
staunching   the   flow   of   blood   from   
wounds.   Native   Americans   had   
many   uses   for   the   plant,   including   
pain   relief,   fever   reduction,   and   
blood   issues   of   all   kinds.   The   plant   
commonly   flowers   from   May   through   
June.   Common   yarrow   is   frequently   
found   in   the   mildly   disturbed   soil   of   
grasslands   and   open   forests.   Active   
growth   occurs   in   the   spring.      

Early   Harvest   
Brodiaea   

Brodiaea,   also   known   by   the   
common   name   crown   brodiaea.   It   is   
native   to   western   North   America   
from   British   Columbia   to   northern   
California,   where   it   grows   in   
mountains   and   grasslands.   This   is   a   
perennial   herb   growing   from   a   corm   
and   producing   an   erect   flower   
cluster   with   a   few   basal   leaves.   The   
flower   cluster   is   up   to   about   25   
centimeters   tall   and   bears   lilylike   
flowers   on   an   array   of   pedicels.   
Each   flower   is   a   tube   several   
centimeters   long   opening   into   a   
bell-shaped   corolla   of   six   bright   
purple   lobes   each   up   to   3   
centimeters   long.   In   the   center   are   
three   stamens   and   whitish   sterile   
stamens   known   as   staminodes.     
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Western   
Buttercup   

The   western   buttercup   ( Ranunculus   
occidentalis )   is   a   species   of   
buttercup   found   in   the   western   
United   States   and   Canada.   The   
flower   can   be   seen   in   open   
meadows,   forests,   and   other   
generally   flat   areas   up   to   an  
elevation   of   2,200   meters   (7,200   
feet).   

   

Larkspur   Delphinium   hansenii   is   a   species   of   
larkspur   known   by   the   common   
names   Eldorado   larkspur   and   
Hansen's   delphinium.   It   is   endemic   
to   California,   where   it   grows   in   
mountains,   valleys,   and   desert   from   
the   southern   Cascade   Range   to   the   
Mojave   Desert.   This   wildflower   
usually   grows   between   one   half   and   
one   meter   in   height,   although   it   can   
grow   much   taller.   The   deeply   lobed   
leaves   are   hairy,   especially   on   the   
undersides.   The   flower   cluster   has   
usually   over   25   flowers   grouped   
close   together   at   the   top   of   the   stem   
and   held   on   long   pedicels.   The   
flowers   are   white   to   light   blue   or   light   
pink,   or   bicolored,   and   vary   in   size.   
The   inner   petals   may   be   quite   hairy.   
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Ithuriel’s   Spear   Ithuriel's   Spear   ( Triteleia   laxa )   is   a   
common   native   perennial   herb   in   the   
Themidaceae   (Lily)   family   that   grows   
primarily   in   northern   and   central   
California.   It   tends   to   grow   in   
openings   in   forest   or   woodland   with   
sandy   soil,   at   elevations   from   0-4600   
feet.   It   is   a   geophyte   related   to   lilies   
and   onions,   growing   from   an   edible   
corm.   In   spring   it   sends   up   one   or   a   
few   slender   grass-like   leaves,   
followed   by   a   leafless   stem   topped   
with   a   spray   of   blue   to   purple   (rarely   
white)   flowers.   After   flowering   it   
needs   a   dry   summer   dormancy.   The   
number   of   flowers   in   any   given   year   
is   highly   variable.   

   

Common   Woolly   
Sunflower   

The   Common   Wooly   Sunflower   
( Eriophyllum   lanatum ),   also   known   as   
Oregon   Sunshine,   is   a   widespread,   
herbaceous   dicot   of   the   sunflower   family   
Asteraceae.   It   is   native   to   western   North   
America,   commonly   growing   in   dry,   open   
places   below   10,000   feet,   but   it   also   
grows   on   rocky   slopes   and   bluffs.   It   is  
most   common   in   California,   primarily   in   
the   mountains   of   the   northern   part   of   the   
state   where   it   is   widespread.   This   
perennial   plant   grows   from   1   to   2   feet   
(30   to   60   centimeters)   in   height.   Flowers   
are   yellow   and   composite,   looking   much   
like   true   sunflowers,   and   sometimes   
grow   to   2   inches   wide.   Both   the   ray   and   
disk   flowers   are   yellow,   with   one   flower   
head   on   each   flowering   stalk.   The   
leaves   are   linear   on   the   upper   stems;   
the   lower   portions   of   the   stem   have   
slender,   pinnately   lobed   leaves.   The   
species   exhibits   great   variability.   There   
are   many   recognized   varieties,   and   
some   are   classified   as   rare.   
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California  
Dandelion   

It   is   native   to   western   North   America   
from   British   Columbia   to   California   to   
Utah,   where   it   grows   in   many   habitat   
types.   This   is   a   perennial   herb   
producing   a   basal   patch   of   leaves   of   
various   shapes   reaching   maximum   
lengths   of   50   centimeters.   There   is   
usually   no   stem,   but   there   is   sometimes   
a   rudimentary   one.   The   upright   part   of   
the   plant   is   actually   the   peduncle   of   the   
flower   cluster,   which   can   approach   a   
meter   in   height.   It   is   coated   in   soft   white   
hairs.   The   flower   head   at   the   top   is   up   to   
4   centimeters   wide   and   lined   with   
reddish   or   purplish   green   phyllaries   with   
curling   tips.  

  

Wild   Hyacinth   Dichelostemma   multiflorum    is   one   of   
several   species   in   the   Themidaceae   
sometimes   referred   to   as   Wild   Hyacinth.   
This   species   is   a   native   perennial   herb   
that   grows   from   a   corm.   It   is   found   
primarily   in   inland   northern   California,   
from   Mariposa   County   northward,   where   
it   is   found   in   grassy   and   open   places   at   
elevations   from   0-5,000   feet.   

    

Annuals         

Miner’s   Lettuce   Claytonia   perfoliata   is   a   trailing   plant,   
growing   to   a   maximum   of   40   centimeter   in   
length,   but   mature   plants   can   be   as   small   
as   1   centimeter.   The   cotyledons   are   
usually   bright   green   (sometimes   purplish   
or   brownish-green),   succulent,   long   and   
narrow.   The   first   true   leaves   form   a   rosette   
at   the   base   of   the   plant,   and   are   0.5-4   
centimeter   long,   with   an   often   long   petiole.   
The   small   white   flowers   have   five   petals   
2-6   millimeter   long;   they   appear   from   
February   to   May   or   June,   and   are   grouped   
5-40   together   above   a   pair   of   leaves   that   
are   united   together   around   the   stem   to   
appear   as   one   circular   leaf.   
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Sticky   
Monkeyflower   

Mimulus   viscidus    is   a   hairy   annual   herb   
growing   2   to   37   centimeters   tall.   The   
oval   or   oblong   leaves   reach   up   to   4.   5   
centimeters   long.   The   tubular   base   of   
the   flower   is   encapsulated   in   a   swollen,   
ribbed   calyx   of   hairy   sepals   with   pointed   
lobes.   The   flower   corolla   is   one   to   two   
centimeters   long   and   lavender   to   
magenta   in   color,   with   yellow   stripes   and   
darker   spotting   inside   the   hairy   mouth.   

   

California   Poppy   The   California   poppy   is   native   to   
grassy   and   open   areas   from   sea   level   
to   2,000   meters   (6,500   feet)   altitude   in   
the   western   United   States   throughout   
California.   It   can   grow   5-60   
centimeters   tall,   with   alternately   
branching   waxy   pale   blue-green   
foliage.   The   leaves   are   divided   into   
round,   lobed   segments.   The   flowers   
are   solitary   on   long   stems,   
silky-textured,   with   four   petals,   each   
petal   2-6   centimeters   long   and   broad;   
their   color   ranges   from   yellow   
(particularly   in   southern   california)   to   
orange,   and   flowering   is   from   
February   to   September.   The   petals   
close   at   night   or   in   cold,   windy   
weather   and   open   again   the   following   
morning,   although   they   may   remain   
closed   in   cloudy   weather.   The   fruit   is   a   
slender   capsule   3-9   centimeters   long,   
which   splits   in   two   to   release   the   
numerous   small   black   or   dark   brown   
seeds.   
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Elegant   Clarkia   Clarkia   unguiculata    is   a   species   of   
wildflower   known   by   the   common   
name   elegant   clarkia.   This   plant   is   
endemic   to   California,   where   it   is   
found   in   many   woodland   habitats.   
Specifically   it   is   common   on   the   
forest   floor   of   many   oak   woodlands.   
C.   unguiculata   presents   a   spindly,   
hairless,   waxy   stem   not   exceeding   a   
meter   in   height   and   bears   occasional   
narrow   leaves.   The   showy   flowers   
have   hairy,   fused   sepals   forming   a   
cup   beneath   the   corolla,   and   four   
petals   each   one   to   2.5   centimeters   
long.   The   paddle-like   petals   are   a   
shade   of   pink   to   reddish   to   purple   
and   are   slender   and   
diamond-shaped   or   triangular.   There   
are   eight   long   stamens,   the   outer   
four   of   which   have   large   red   anthers.   
The   stigma   protrudes   from   the   flower   
and   can   be   quite   large.     

 

 

Purple   Chinese   
Houses   

Collinsia   heterophylla    is   a   flowering   
plant   native   to   California   and   Baja   
California.   It   is   known   as   Purple   
Chinese   Houses   or   Innocence.   Like   
the   other   species   in   the   genus   
Collinsia,   which   also   includes   the   
Blue-eyed   Marys,   it   gets   its   name   
from   its   towers   of   flower   clusters,   of   
decreasing   diameter,   which   give   the   
plants   in   full   flower   a   certain   
resemblance   to   a   pagoda.   Purple   
Chinese   Houses   is   an   annual   plant   
growing   in   shady   places,   and   can   be   
found   in   most   of   California,   other   
than   desert   regions,   below   about   
1000   meters.   It   blooms   from   mid   
spring   to   early   summer.   The   plant   is   
from   10-50   centimeter   tall.   
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California  
Goldfields   

Lasthenia   californica    is   a   widespread   
species   of   flowering   plant   in   the   
Asteraceae   (Sunflower)   family,   among   a   
number   of   species   in   the   genus   Lasthenia   
all   known   by   the   common   name   goldfields.   
This   is   an   annual   herb   approaching   a   
maximum   height   near   40   centimeters   but   
generally   staying   much   smaller.   The   plant   
is   quite   variable   in   appearance   across   
locations   and   climates.   The   leaves   are   
hairy,   somewhat   linear   in   shape,   and   one   
to   seven   centimeters   long.   Individuals   
growing   along   the   coast   may   have   fleshy   
leaves.   Atop   the   hairy   stems   are   flower   
clusters   of   flower   heads   with   hairy   
phyllaries.   The   head   contains   many   yellow   
disc   florets   with   a   fringe   of   small   ray   
florets.   Large   populations   of   this   species   
bloom   at   once   in   the   spring   to   produce   the  
carpets   of   yellow   on   hillsides   and   in   
meadows   that   give   the   plant   its   common   
name.   

 
 

Purple   Clarkia   Clarkia   purpurea   is   a   species   of   
wildflower   in   the   Onagraceae   
(Evening   Primrose)   family.   This   plant   
is   native   to   western   North   America   
where   it   is   found   in   a   variety   of   
habitats.   Within   California   it   is   very   
widespread,   occurring   all   along   the   
coast,   in   the   Coast   Ranges,   Central   
Valley   and   Sierra   foothills.   There   are   
three   subspecies   with   differences   in   
the   flower   color   and   with   overlapping   
ranges.   This   plant   erects   a   thin   
reddish   stem   which   may   approach   a   
meter   in   height   and   has   a   few   
lance-shaped   leaves.   The   
bowl-shaped   flowers   have   four   
petals   usually   one   to   two   
centimeters   long   and   in   shades   of   
pink,   purple,   or   deep   wine   red,   often   
with   a   streak   or   spot   of   pink   or   red   in   
the   middle.   
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Cowbag   Clover   The   plant   is   native   to   western   North   
America   from   British   Columbia   to   
California,   as   well   as   towestern   South   
America   in   Peru   and   Chile.   It   is   a   
common   plant   of   many   types   of   habitat,   
including   coastal   prairie   and   mixed   
evergreen   forest.    Trifolium   
depauperatum    is   a   small   annual   herb   
growing   upright   or   decumbent   in   form.   
The   leaves   are   made   up   of   oval   leaflets   
up   to   2   centimeters   long   which   are   
smooth,   toothed,   lobed,   or   blunt-tipped.   
The   inflorescence   is   a   head   of   flowers   
up   to   1.   5   centimeters   long.   The   flower   
has   a   pinkish   purple   white-tipped   corolla   
up   to   a   centimeter   long.   It   becomes   
inflated   as   the   fruit   developed.   

 
 

Foothill   Clover   Foothill   Clover   ( Trifolium   ciliolatum )   
is   a   common   native   annual   herb   that   
grows   in   northern,   southern   and   
central   California.   It   tends   to   grow   in   
open,   grassy   places,   at   elevations   
from   0-5000   feet.   
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Common   
Bluecup   

Githopsis   specularioides    is   a   
flowering   plant   known   by   the   
common   name   common   bluecup.   It   
is   an   annual   herb   which   bears   very   
small   tubular   flowers   with   white   
throats   and   five   pointed   purple   
petals.   It   is   found   on   the   west   coast   
of   North   America   from   California   to   
British   Columbia.   
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